FRESH WATER WASH DOWN:

A HOW TO FOR NON-DECK LIKE SAILORS

BY OSCS(SW) STACY KETSDEVER
LOCATE SHIP

98
IF NOT AN ENLISTED SAILOR, CALL ENLISTED, BEST TO ASK A CHIEF.
BMC ARRIVES. START FLAKING OUT HOSES. IF OFFICER, START YELLING COMMANDS, LIKE YOU KNOW WHAT THE FUCK YOU’RE DOING.
MAKE SURE BMC TALKS TO CTTC, THOSE THINGIES STICKING OUT OF THE DECK THAT SHOOT “CHAFF” ARE EXPENSIVE AND WE SPENT TOO MUCH MONEY ON BRASSO LAST QUARTER TO REPLACE THEM.
ASSEMBLE THE SAILORS. START FROM THE TOP. AIM AT THE GREY SHIT. GET THE SALT OFF. SWEEP OFF WATER.
IF OFFICER, PRETEND YOU’RE IN CHARGE. WALK AROUND WITH AUTHORITY. IF CHIEF, YOU ARE IN CHARGE. PROVIDE SUPERVISION.
ORM:
DON’T LICK THE SHIP.
DON’T EAT THE PAINT CHIPS.
DON’T AIM THE FIRE HOSES AT EACH OTHER.
DON’T SPRAY THE CHAFF LAUNCHERS.
DON’T FALL OFF THE SHIP.
SHIP CLEAN.